
CLEANERS SYSTEMS MOBILE 
CLEANING

Optimum mobile 
surface cleaning



Satellite station

Can rinse, apply foam and 
disinfect

Available as a decentralised, 
centralised and combined 
decentralised/centralised 
solution

Can handle up to three 
chemical products

Option of one extra chemical 
product in a separate outlet

Satellite station

Can rinse, apply foam and 
disinfect

Available as a decentralised 
solution

Can handle a single chemi-
cal product

Option of one extra chemical 
product in a separate outlet

Pump station

Provides satellites with 
pressurised water

Option of subsequent in-
stallation of integrated  
satellite

Available for three or five 
simultaneous users 

TARVOS MIMAS   METIS

 System with mobile satellite station

Mobile cleaning systems can be used to cover 
large areas, thus generally providing the user 
with a considerable degree of flexibility. It is easy 
to commence cleaning – a water outlet is all that 
is required.
 In solutions with a mobile satellite station the 
pressurised water is led via pipes from a pump 
station to an outlet to which the satellite can be 

connected. The satellite is also connected to a 
compressed air supply, which helps to ensure 
optimum foam quality.

The satellite stations are available in two 
different variants: Tarvos, with a manual function 
selector, and Mimas, with a pneumatically 
controlled function selector. Both satellites are 
available with the option of a separate foam or 
disinfectant injector with separate outlet.

compressed air since these models already 
feature their own compressor).

Voyager enables rinsing, foam application and 
disinfection to be performed. Options include 
an extra rinsing outlet or separate foam or 
disinfectant injector with separate outlet.

Voyager is available in three different sizes with 
or without a compressor.

    Voyager mobile unit

The mobile Voyager offers a unit with a built-in 
pump which boosts the pressure of the water 
from an existing water supply.

Water outlets are located at key locations at 
which cleaning takes place, since Voyager has 
to be connected to a water supply, mains power 
and compressed air (K models do not require 

Stand-alone mobile clean-
ing unit

Can be used for rinsing,  
application of foam and 
disinfection

Option of extra rinsing 
outlet or separate foam or 
disinfectant injector with  
separate outlet.

VOYAGER

The model illustrated has an 
extra outlet and a protective frame

Solution with mobile satellite station Stand-alone cleaning unit
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Simple, robust and reliable

 Rinsing         Foam application   Disinfection

Function selectors with simple operation

SYSTEM CLEANERS cleaning solu-
tions for the food and drink industry 
enhance hygiene, reduce cleaning  
times and maximise available produc-
tion time.

www.systemcleaners.com


